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TOWN AND COUNTRY
Team builders – boundless creativity and individuality.

Awaiting you in Krefeld-Traar is international flair
paired with the comfort of the Rhineland.
Recommended by instructors and journalists alike,
this multiple award-winning 4-star country hotel sits
amidst the 18-hole “Elfrather Mühle” golf course.
The conference concept offers a perfect learning
environment set in over 30 acres of park lands.
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Take a relaxing cycling ride or go for a walk through
the nearby nature reserve.
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more service – more comfort
For a perfect stay.

With us your stay is relaxed right from the start.
Use our online check-in/out – quick, practical and
convenient.
Whether it’s for business or personal pleasure we
obviously offer you WiFi and a Web-Corner in the
lobby free of charge.
Feel free to use our "Co-working place".
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As a Le Club ACCOR member you collect valuable
points with every overnight stay and with your
customer card you enjoy exclusive privileges. Please
ask for further details.

mercure.com

Planet 21 is a programme of 21 measures
demonstrating our joint commitment
to the well-being of man and the
environment.
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ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE
Address and contact details at a glance.

MERCURE
TAGUNGS- & LANDHOTEL KREFELD
Elfrather Weg 5
Am Golfplatz
47802 Krefeld-Traar
GERMANY
T +49 2151 956 - 0
F +49 2151 956 - 100
E-Mail: h5402@accor.com
www.mercure-tagungs-und-landhotel-krefeld.de
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Our house now has a 360° degree virtual tour.

mercure.com

Click here for a map and directions.
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IDEAL LOCATION
The „KÖ" round the corner – golf course setting – central Lower Rhine location.

With it proximity to several motorways reaching
the hotel by car motorway particularly convenient:
• right on the motorway A57
• easy to reach from the motorways A40, A42, A44
and the motorway B288
• secure parking of your vehicle possible on our
outdoor car park – for a parking fee

© Stadt Krefeld

If you are not travelling by car we can be reached
from:

mercure.com

• high-speed ICE terminal at Krefeld
main railway station 7 km
• high-speed ICE terminal at Duisburg
main railway station 20 km
• Düsseldorf airport/exhibition centre 20 km
• Weeze airport 57 km
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IDEAL LOCATION
Enjoy the variety Krefeld offers for conferences, shopping, relaxation and sport.

Krefeld boasts markets, festival, concerts
and shopping events.
The “City of Velvet and Silk” offers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
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beautiful parks and gardens
a varied theatre scene for every age group
contemporary art museums
the German Textile Museum
a wide-ranging independent art scene
a medieval castle open to the public along with
an adjacent hunting lodge and the Lower Rhine
Landscape Museum in the district of Linn
a zoo with attractive animal enclosures
a racecourse boasting Art Nouveau architecture
the “Schluff” steam railway
local sporting heroes the Krefeld Penguins
in Germany’s top ice hockey league
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FROM STANDARD ROOMS TO SUITES
Comfort for every taste.

Our 4-star superior Mercure Tagungs- &
Landhotel Krefeld boasts 155 comfortable,
air-conditioned rooms:
Choose between a:
• Standard double or twin
(also with wheelchair access)
• Superior double
• Privilege double
• Suite double

© Serge Detalle

We are also happy to offer rooms with three or
four beds.
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For family stays we recommend spacious rooms
with an interlinking door.
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ENJOY THE MOMENT
Our “Augenblick” restaurant makes every moment unforgettable.

RESTAURANT

Life is made up of many different variot and moments. Memories of these
moments feed the mind and soul. Translating literally as the “Moment”,
our “Augenblick” restaurant aims to be a cornucopia of memories –
feeding both body and soul. At the highest culinary level.
It is our aim to serve you the best products prepared in seasonal and
regional fashion by true masters to make your visit a truly holistic
experience. Accompanied by the perfect wines and still and sparkling
water.
In its idyllic natural setting in Traar right behind the old windmill
and golf course the “Augenblick” restaurant offers exquisite delights
for the palate in a warm and welcoming setting.
And in nice weather you can also enjoy our 3 large terraces.
Open from 6.30 am to 11.00 pm.
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COFFEE & LOUNGE BAR MEETING POINT
© makis photography

Hits the spot.

BREAKFAST

The varied breakfast buffet at the Mercure Tagungs- & Landhotel
Krefeld delights even the most demanding of tastes.
Our breakfast times: working days 6.30 am – 10.30 am
On Sundays and public holiday you can enjoy breakfast
from 6.30 am until as late as 1.00 pm.
We offer products of outstanding quality served exclusively at Mercure
– for instance coffee and a variety of different mueslis or our very own
vineyard marmelade.

BAR

The bar is not just somewhere to while away your evenings but also
the hotel’s “living room” in the daytime.
If you are peckish in between meals the bar offers a wide daily range
of fresh salads, sandwiches and homemade burgers.
And if sport is your thing you can always keep right up to date here
with Sky Sports.
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MERCURE VINTAGE – OUR WINE CONCEPT
Whether red or white, sweet or dry, enjoy a choice selection of the best quality wines.

Regional

Mercure Weinlese is sourced directly from native wine growers – a bold
concept that perfectly captures the essence of the times we live in.

Mercure
Mercureweinlese
Vintage

Professional

Mercure Weinlese is served by highly skilled waiters that we have trained in
collaboration with the German Wine Institute.

Down to earth

Great quality need not be excessively expensive: at Mercure, you can enjoy
specially selected wines at attractive prices.

Participation

Our guests play an important role in the selection: Le Club AccorHotels
members help to choose the wine menus at the annual final tasting.

Variety

Mercure Weinlese has something for all tastes – everyone is sure to find
their favourite wine.
© AccorHotels
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A PLEASURABLE AND RELAXING BREAK.

Busininess

The truly important things happen during breaks. Meaningfully arranged, breaks are therefore essential
to the success of every meeting. With RELAX – BUSINESS BREAK we offer our meeting guests
diversion, recreation, and innovative culinary delights: to briefly pause und enjoy in order to start full
speed ahead a few minutes later.
Indulgence guaranteed. The range of options offered at a RELAX Business Break can be
divided into three categories: Simple and straightforward (Street Food), Fresh and wholesome
(Green & Healthy), Regional and seasonal (Locally Inspired). The proportions of these categories
can be flexibly adjusted to suit each conference.
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MEETINGS WITH ADDED VALUE
Solutions as individual as your business.

MEETING / EVENTS

Whether you wish to hold a small meeting or a large conference, we have
just right room for every need – with lots of natural light, no obstructing pillars,
free Wi-Fi and state-of-the-art technology.
We can adapt our versatile function rooms for up to 300 people
very flexibly to your specific needs.
From the initial idea right through to final goodbyes –
our professional and cordial staff, as the key contact for all
your concerns make this an easy and enjoyable experience.
From professionals for professionals.
Business travellers can surf the web with our premium unlimited WiFi service,
connecting with up to three devices and no broadband speed restrictions –
available as a package with overnight accommodation and breakfast.
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WITH HEART AND SOUL
Your event is a matter dear to our heart.

MEETING / EVENTS

Every event has its own goal and purpose.
Often it aims to provide a contrast to the programme completed thus far, at best
a memorable end to a full and busy day.
For this reason we wish to create concepts that are precisely tailored to your needs.
We have numerous options available to increase communication and a sense of belonging
amongst your guests.
So wherever they wish to celebrate – at our Hotel or original function rooms –
there are no limits to our creativity.
Whether you need help finding a knightly setting or a spot under the night’s sky
around the campfire in our park – we can create the perfect individual setting and
add to it with culinary highlights.
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OUR ROOM SELECTION
The right space for any event.

Room overview
Click here for additional information.

For a magnified view run the mouse over the map.
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TRAINING INCENTIVE TEAM BUILDING
Our K4 Academy for special training.

The K4 Academy at Mercure Tagungs- & Landhotel
Krefeld provides a unique range of training options
and activities. These address all four dimensions
of the human experience „head – mental" „heart –
social", „soul – spiritual" and „body – physical".
This means we can offer your participants, guests or
staff a balanced experience – because anyone seeking
good professional productivity without the burn-out
has to strike a healthy energy balance.

© AccorHotels

Those present tap into all four dimensions of their
experience so they will then also be able to use what
they have learnt more easily in their professional
and private lives.
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lern & denker werkStadt
Scope for Creativity.

Discover the New Conference World at the
Mercure Tagungs- & Landhotel Krefeld.
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Our Lern & Denker werkStadt space offers room
for intense discussions in small or alternating groups,
for an open and creative exchange of ideas. Design
your own training world for new impulses under the
best conditions, with optimum interior design and
revolutionary multimedia technology. High speed
WiFi, large, interactive touchscreen monitors, tables
that can be written on, with text which can be digitally
edited, a digi-cam and a high-quality sound system all
make a highly successful working envelopment easy
for you.
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Arrange your breaks in line with your own individual
needs – relax in front of our fireplace, on our lovely
freiHeit terrace, enjoy outdoor activities, a relaxed
massage or an outstanding meal in a pleasant lounge
setting.
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atemPause
Take a time-out for body and mind.

We provide you with pure relaxation.
Whether you are on a private vacation, business trip
or attending a conference, our modern wellness zone
with its gym, sauna, steam bath and massage facilities
offers everything you need to make your time-out a
real respite.
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For relaxation and renewed vitality.
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